**2008 CONFORMATION AWARDS**

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Dog
2008
CH BISS Tanglewood's Bocephus
Owners: R Domas/R Domas/P Domas/E Fojtik
Jean & Chris Erath/Bob & Barb DeLoian

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Bitch
2008
CH BIS, BISS Galilee's Pure of Spirit
 Owners: M Hayes/J Sanchez/C Sanchez

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Owner Handled Dog
2008
CH BIS BISS Tanglewood's Bocephus
Owners: R Domas/R Domas/P Domas/E Fojtik
Jean & Chris Erath/Bob & Barb DeLoian

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Owner Handled Bitch
2008
Owners Steve Fox/Mary Jones

Top Producing Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Dog
2008
CH Ingebar's Uri Geller
Owner: Maryann Bisceglia

Top Producing Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Bitch
2008
CH Dekolk’s Anticipation
Owners: Holly Reed & Pat Gandy
And
CH Ruster's Diva at Spice Rack
Owners: Jean & Ed Biggins/Robin Henderson

**2008 PERFORMANCE AWARDS**

Obedience Giant Schnauzer of the Year
2008
CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX RE HAs HSCs OA NAJ NF
Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler/Maryann Bisceglia

Obedience Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Opposite Sex
2008
Momentumm Voodoo Lounge CDX RA
Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit/Chris Lietzau

Agility Giant Schnauzer of the Year
2008
Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2 MX AXJ OF
Owners: Michelle Kiernan/Steve Winterbottom
Agility Giant Schnauzer of the Year - Opposite Sex
2008
CH MACH2 Wildwoods Bleuzenn NF
Owner: Virginia Hayes

Top Rally Giant Schnauzer of the Year
2008
CH Magna's Mia-Mi Glow RE
Owner: Deborah & Robert Lenz/Pat Malan

Top Herding Giant of the Year
2008
Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HSCs HICs HXCs NA NAJ OAP OJP NFP
Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

CT
2008
CT Riesenrad's Special Wheel VCD1 RAE AXP MJP
Owners: Hermann & Ingrid Hamberger, Tarja Ahlgren

Champion & CDX
2008
CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX RE HAs HSCs OA NAJ NF
Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler/Maryann Bisceglia

Champion & CDX
2008
CH Magna's Town Crier CDX RN
Owners: Mary Dick & Pat Malan

Champion & CDX
2008
Ch Sonnenschein Olivia De Bella CDX RN NA NAJ
Owners: Randy & Pam Foster

Champion VPG3
2008
CH Momentumm V.I.P. CD IP02 VPG3
Owner: Christine Lietzau

High in Trial - All Breed
2008
Momentumm Voodoo Lounge CD RA
Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit/ Chris Lietzau

Valeesa’s Keepsake CD RN AX AXJ
Owners: P.(Trish) Clark & Valli Rovenolt
**2008 ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS**

**Versatility Award (14-21 points)**

2008
CH Carbonara's Caught in the Web CD RN
Owner: Peg T Watson

**Versatility Award (14-21 points)**

2008
Heartland's Stay A Lil Bit Longer CD RA AX AXJ NJP OF
Owners Wendy Sheffler/Art & Linda Curle

**Versatility Award (14-21 points)**

2008
CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX RE HAS's HSC's OA NAJ NF
Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler/Maryann Bisceglia

**Versatility Award (14-21 points)**

2008
CH Momentumm V.I.P. CD IPO2 VPG3
Owner: Christine Lietzau

**Versatility Excellent Award (14-21 points)**

2008
Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2 MX AXJ OF
Owners: Michelle Kiernan/Steve Winterbottom

**Versatility Excellent Award (14-21 points)**

2008
CH Rus Astershvarc Zone of Fire CD RA
Owner: Marina Raukherger

**Versatility Excellent Award (14-21 points)**

2008
CH Sonnenschein Olivia De Bella
Owners: Randy & Pam Foster

**Versatility Excellent Award (22-29 points)**

2008
CH Apffel Bach Berlyn CD TD RE
Owners: Tracy A Gustafson/Richard W Witchell

**Versatility Excellent Award (22-29 points)**

2008
CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX RE HAS's HSC's OA NAJ NF
Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler/Maryann Bisceglia

**Versatility Excellent Award (22-29 points)**

2008
CH Momentumm V.I.P. CD IPO2 VPG3
Owner: Christine Lietzau

**Versatility Excellent Award (22-29 points)**

2008
Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2 MX AXJ OF
Owners: Michelle Kiernan/Steve Winterbottom

**Master Versatility Award (30 or more points)**

2008
**2008 NOMINATED AWARDS**

Outstanding Member/Presidents Award
2008

Dedicated Service Award
2008

Outstanding Giant Schnauzer
2008

Lady Fergie Award
2008

AKC Sportman’s Award

**2008 TOP TEN AWARDS**

**TOP 10 BREED**

1) CH BIS BISSGalilee’s Pure of Spirit
   Owner: Mary Hayes/J Sanchez/C Sanchez
2) CH BIS BISS Tanglewood's Bocephus
   Owners: R Domas/R Domas/P Domas/E Fojtik
3) CH Histyle's Stone Crusher
   Owner: M Rutkas
4) CH Seven Seas Auroras Adonis
   Owners: K Sevastopoulos/C Athanasvos
5) CH Ruster's Unforgiven
   S Fox/C Truesdail
6) CH BIS BISSKenro’s Keeping Time
   Owners: R Greenslade/K Mancini/J Mancini/K Greenslade
7) CH Brighton's Takes My Breath Away
   Owners: L Waltman/P Gandy/L Whittington
8) CH Simmons Dragon Rider
   Owners: Timmons/M Fox/T Dickel
9) CH Lagniappe’s All American Girl RN
   Owners: P Jones/H Reed
10) CH Windmill’s Chase Manhattan
    Owners: R Cobussen/S Cobussen

Top 10 Obedience

1) CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX RE HSAs HSCs OA NAJ NF
   Owner: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler, Maryann Bisceglia
2) Momentumm Voodoo Lounge CDX RA
   Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit & Christine Lietzau
3) Absolutes Tall Dark & Handsome CD
4) CH Sonnenschein Olivia De Bella CDX RN NA NAJ
   Owner: Randy & Pam Foster
5) Ingebar’s South Side Bakerman CDX NJP
   Owner: Ellen Ritt
6) Kenro’s Rave Review CDX RN
   Owner: Karen Mancini
7) CH Magna’s Town Crier CDX RN
   Owner: Mary Dick & P Malan
8) Fanta C House Of The Rizn Son CD
   Owner: Helen Banet
9) CH Momentumm V.I.P. CD IPO2 VPG3
   Owner: Christine Lietzau
10) Skansen’s I Found Eldorado UD RN
    Owner: A & Lynne Veronda
Top 10 Rally

1) CH Magna’s Mia-Mi Glow RE  
   Owner: Deborah & Robert Lenz/Pat Malan
2) Heartland’s Stay A Lil Bit Longer CD RA AX AXJ NJP OF  
   Owner: Wendy Sheffler, Art & Linda Curle
3) CH Keystone’s Gypsy In The Palace CD RA TD  
   Owner: Teresa Higgins
4) Mariah Rocket Man CDX RE OA OAJ NAP NJP  
   Owner: Kim & Melinda Eaton
4) Bellgard Electra Jafrak RN  
   Owner: Charles Lazier
4) Skathvine Black Rose CD RA  
   Owner: Jeanne Laverdier
7) CH Lagniappe’s All American Girl RN  
   Owner: Pamela Jones & Holly Reed
8) Wanderlust Mi Tuleh Justjon RN  
   Owner: Cynthia Sansone
10) CH Rus Astershvarc Zone of Fire CD RA  
    Owner: Marina Raukhverger
10) Skansen’s Take a Chance II RE  
    Owner: Victoria & Lloyd Newland
10) Angel RN  
    Owner: Mary Lorie Gilkey
10) CH Spicerack She’s All That RN  
    Owner: Melisa Davis and Robin Henderson

Top 10 Agility

1) Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2 MX AXJ OF  
   Owner: Michelle Kiernan & Steve Winterbottom
2) CH MACH2 Wildwoods Bleuzenn NF  
   Owner: Virginia Hayes
3) Formally Known As Field's AX AXJ OF  
   Owner: James Bahr & Frank Nichter
4) Heartland’s Stay A Lil Bit Longer CD RA AX AXJ NJP OF  
   Owner: Wendy Sheffler, Art & Linda Curle
5) Momentumm Vodka With a Twist RA TD MX MXJ XF  
   Owner: Kellie & Tim Verelli & Christine Lietzau
6) Histyle's Up Town Girl AX AXJ MXP AJP NFP  
   Owner: Lynn McMaster & Mike Rutkas
7) CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX RE HSAs HSCs OA NAJ NF  
   Owner: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler & Maryann Bisceglia
8) CH Momentumm After Dark V Ruster VCD2 RE AX AXJ OF  
    Owner: Kathi Seaman
9) CH Sonnenschein Olivia De Bella CDX RN NA NAJ  
    Owner: Randy & Pam Foster
10) Valleesa's Graceful Blessing CD RN NA NAJ NAP NJP  
    Owner: Valli & R Rovenolt
**Top 10 Tracking**
1) CT Riesenrad's Special Wheel VCDI RAE AXP MJP  
   Owner: Hermann & Ingrid Hamburger & Tarja Ahlgren
2) CH Apffel Bach Berlyn CD RE TD  
   Owner: Tracy Gustafson & Richard Mitchell

**Top 10 Herding**
1) Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HSCs HICs HXCs NA NAJ OAP OJP NF NFP  
   Owner: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler
2) CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX RE HSAs HSCs OA NAJ NF  
   Owner: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler, Maryann Bisceglia
3) Black Diamond's Lucky Pearl PT  
   Owner: Joanne Thompson

* GSCA Annual Membership shall have been paid up by December 31, 2008 to qualify.
* First Names of members are spelled out.
* Official AKC names as of the end of 2008 are the names used for awards.
* Top ten Rally had two ties.
* Versatility Award recipients that have received, in one year, more than one versatility level will only get one plaque with all levels (highest level on the top) for that year end.
* If a member did not contact the performance chair (Laura Feldt) and notify her they qualified for a GSCA versatility award then one will not be awarded.